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Purpose 

Minimum reporting requirements and (or) guidelines outline an essential list of primary            

data and metadata elements (fields) which are recommended to be captured to improve             

the interoperability of data, as well as the reproducibility and interpretability of            

experiments within a given research endeavour. 

To aid the aforementioned purposes, the H3ABioNet Minimum Data Dictionaries project           

has aimed to develop domain-specific minimum reporting guidelines, which can be           

employed to promote comprehensive and harmonized data collection within specific          

domains e.g. kidney disease research, stroke research etc. These reporting guidelines are            

provided as data dictionaries, information glossaries which define all data elements in the             

reporting guideline for easier understanding, and associated XML schemas, which can be            

employed to streamline data collection/reporting of the elements within a given reporting            

guideline. 

These data reporting guidelines were based on the H3Africa Standard CRF           

recommendations as produced by the Phenotype Harmonization Working Group and Health           

Informatics Work Package, which in turn was based on PhenX collection measures            

( https://original-phenxtoolkit.rti.org/index.php ). Additionally, the reporting guidelines and      

associated data dictionaries were harmonized, consolidated and mapped to pre-existing          

ontologies, and reviewed by international domain-specific experts. 

The purpose of the following report is to guide users on how to use the reporting guidelines                 

and employ the associated data dictionaries and XML schemas in their current and future              

research endeavours. These guidelines are recommended to be used in conjunction with            

the Data Management Plans developed by H3ABioNet. 
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The reporting guidelines can be easily and freely employed in order to guide study planning,               

as well as data collection and management strategies. It can also be used to guide users as                 

to which ontologies and reporting guidelines to consult, and are easily adjustable and             

customizable for researchers to employ with ease. 
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XML Schemas  

Overview 

XML schemas have been developed as part of the reporting guidelines to ensure the              

preservation of data consistency and integrity, in structure and correctness, accounting for            

varying data collectors, generators, managers, sources and transmissions into software          

systems. The purpose of these schemas is to present a vendor-neutral and interoperable             

data interchange format for reporting clinical research data. XML stands for eXtensible            

Markup Language , a language for describing data. It can be used to describe any data by                

using markup tags (or elements), snippets of information that you add to your data to               

provide qualification and description. The developed XMLs conform to a schema which            

defines validation rules as well as a set of allowed tags, ensuring mechanical correctness              

and conformity to set standards. 

XML Implementation in REDCap 

The XML schemas provided can be imported directly into REDCap to set up a data capturing                

project. Once imported, it will expose all the data capturing instruments and its associated              

documentation, just as would had it been done directly in REDCap. 

The following steps outline the setup of a project using the reporting guidelines’ XML              

schemas on REDCap: 

1. Download the preferred XML schema from the H3ABioNet website to your hard 

drive. 

2. Login to REDCap and create a new project 
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Frequently Asked Questions (FAQ) 

The following section contains additional information as well as frequently asked questions            

relevant to the reporting guidelines and their use. 

1. What is a data dictionary? 

A data dictionary is a centralized repository of information describing the contents,            

format, and structure of a database and the relationship between its elements. 

2. What is in the data dictionary? 

The data dictionary describes each element included in the 3 sections of the             

domain-specific reporting guidelines, including its data type, accepted values and          

concordant ontology. See ‘Overview’ for more information. 

3. Where can the reporting guidelines, and associated data dictionaries be found? 

The reporting guidelines and associated data dictionaries are hosted on H3ABioNet’s           

website ( www.h3abionet.org/data-standards/datastds ), but will also be submitted to        

the FAIRsharing portal. These reporting guidelines and data dictionaries may undergo           

updates, in which case it will be reflected on both websites. 

4. How can the reporting guidelines and(or) data dictionaries be implemented at my            

institution? 

To enable and promote the usability and accessibility of the reporting guideline, an XML              

schema was created. This XML schema can be implemented in RedCap           

( https://www.project-redcap.org/ ). See guidelines under ‘XML Schemas’. The data        

dictionary is also presented in a user-friendly excel file, which separates sections into             
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sheets and can be used as guideline when creating data management plans, collection             

forms and(or) unique databases. 

5. When to modify the data dictionary? 

During its development, we aimed to make the reporting guidelines and associated data             

dictionaries as comprehensive as possible while also making it widely applicable. As            

such, it may still lack research-specific elements which are not covered by the reporting              

guideline. However, the guideline is meant to guide users to better produce and manage              

harmonized and standardised data, and can easily be adjusted for research-specific           

questions.  

6. How to manage the research data before, during and after reporting? 

The data reporting guidelines are employable during the development and initiation of            

research protocols. As the data load increases, it may require a dedicated data manager.              

The Data Management Plans ( www.h3abionet.org/data-standards/datamanagement ),     

as developed by H3ABioNet should be consulted in order to successfully manage data             

following the reporting/collection. 
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